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ABSTRACT

In conducting this study, the researcher uses qualitative research in which the data are based on primary data source, the movie Gregor Jordan’s Unthinkable itself. The secondary data are other data which deal with the research. In analysing the data, he applies two analysis, firstly, structural approach which is used to analyze the elements of the movie. Secondly, the humanistic approach is used for analysing interrogation system applied by police and characteristics of Younger. In conclusion, the writer finds that the narrative elements of movie consist of characters and characterization, setting plot, point of view and theme. The technical elements consist of mise-en-scene, cinematography, sound and editing. In humanistic analysis, the writer concludes that interrogation system which is applied by police is contradicted with human being. As human being Younger has many needs to fulfill his life. Younger has been treated badly, but it cannot stop Younger to keep in silent.
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1. Introduction

**Background of the Study:** People believe that everyone has the rights to get life in the world. But, there are many actions that are not suitable with the notion of human being. For example, a man that has torture from others has to get his right to be a human being. People can say that the torture has to be annihilated from the world. Rivera in Millon and Lerner (2003: 579) states “Torture involves the intentional infliction of severe pain or suffering, by or with the agreement of a public official, in order to obtain information or a confession, or to punish, intimidate, or coerce”. Violence seems to imply a damaging of the other, a hurting that is more than temporary pain (Rivera in Millon and Lerner, 2003: 574).

In a case of violation, people investigate the happening problem, it can be to a man or to the certain group. There are so many reasons of life, and then if they are not suitable with the human being principle it must be annihilated. In getting the explanation of the case they do investigation. They do investigation to get the understanding about things they do not understand. “Investigation, in which the directions of various straight lines in space are to be considered” (Gauss, 1902: 3). The investigation has to be considered with the situation and condition too. It cannot be ignored the other things that may have important point in the investigation.

In this study, the writer investigates the interrogation system in the Unthinkable movie. Interrogation is needed by police to get the information and understanding about the case they faced. “Interrogation is a conversation between the interrogator and suspect, during which the suspect is accused of involvement in a particular incident or group incidents” (Zulawski and Wicklander, 2002: 3). Every cop has his own way to interrogate suspect. They also can use many files to get the information from the suspect. Zulawski and Wicklander (2002: 29) state “in an interrogation of a suspect, the use of a case file can facilitate a confession”. It means, cops can use the files they find in the place the case happened. It may remind the suspect with the activities in the place and get information about the others involved.
Humanistic theory is just one of many theories of personality. The word “personality” comes from Latin *persona*. It refers to theatrical mask worn by Roman actors in Greek drama (Feist and Feist, 2009: 3). Then it comes to course social description of individual in a group of social. This individual is expected to have behaviors which appropriate to view of society. Feist and Feist (2009: 3) state that personality theorists have not agreed on a single definition of personality. Naturally, humanity is unique. Every person has his own view in viewing humanity. Feist and Feist (2009: 4) say “personality is a pattern of relatively permanent traits and unique characteristic that give both consistency and individuality to a person’s behavior”. We can see that each human has their own characteristic in life.

*Unthinkable* movie is a critic of the US police department in interrogating their suspects. This movie tells about the FBI interrogator cop named Harold or in this movie called “H” who interrogates his suspect named Steven Arthur Younger alias Yusuf Mohamed Atta (38). Younger comes from Ohio. He is an Islamic terrorist in US. He has many bombs, he puts down in the city which is not mentioned by Younger and it became mystery for FBI.

Younger deliberates himself to be arrested by FBI. Then he is taken to the FBI office to be interrogated. FBI asks Harold to interrogate Younger. In this part the violation happens to Younger. Harold uses many tools to violate Younger in order to get information about the bomb which is laid in the city. Harold is really a cruel man. He violates Younger’s body such as cutting the fingers, using electric volt, slicing the body, and many more. Even, Harold kills Younger’s wife named Jehan Younger by shooting her body. But, all of it is not working to Younger, he stays on his principle not to talk to police about the bomb. Harold brings two children of Younger and threatens that he will kill them if Younger does not speak. Agent Brody, friend of Harold prohibits it. In the end of the story, the other cops including agent Brody oppose the Harold way to interrogate Younger. They disagree to violate Younger, because Younger keeps on his principle. Until the end of this movie, Younger does not mention the bombs location, he chooses to kill by shooting himself with a gun.
The man who directed this movie is an Australian named Gregror Jordan. He was born on Sale, Victoria, Australia in 1966. At first he is a trainee at Sydney television station. He studied at North Sydney Technical Program. His first work is a short film Swinger (1995). It won an award from Cannes Film Festival in 1995. After that his second work is Twisted Tales in 1996. It is a television series. Then he directed Big Sky and Raw FM. These two television series are released in 1997.

Two Hands (1999) is the first feature film which is written and directed by Jordan. This film won the Australian Film Institute Award for Best Direction and Best Screenplay in 1999 Jordan's films include Buffalo Soldiers (2001), and Ned Kelly (2003). In 2010 he directed a psychological movie thriller entitled Unthinkable starring by Samuel L Jackson, Carrie Anne Moss, and Michael Sheen.

The writer of this study has some reasons to choose this movie. First, this is a drama thriller movie and has good story to be followed. The unpredictable scenes are shown in this movie. It may make the audience to guess what happens next to Younger, City, or Cops. It attracts the audience to guess and do not feel bored with the story. At the first, Younger makes a tape which introduces who Younger is. It will not make audiences confused with the film they are watching.

Second, this movie may give learning to defend on belief and keep on the principles. These two are the most important points in the human being to guide people in order to get the better life. Younger who believes to his religion, is against his country system by putting down bombs in the city. Although it is a wrong way, but he keeps on his principle. He does not speak to give information about the bomb. He has always tortured and even his wife Jehan is killed, but he is still on his principle.

Third, this movie can open people eyes to see the real life about terrorism in the world. People know that America is the favorite country to be attacked by terrorists. An American named Younger is willing to destroy his own country using bombs. He should have strong reason to do that. It also gives a perspective
about terrorists’ life that they also have their life just like others. It means that justice is directed to everyone, because they have same right with others.

The last reason is this movie has many bloody violence and tortures. It cannot be accepted to be done to human. In this movie, there are many scenes that show how police torture Younger’s body with many tools too. For the good reason, the police do many actions to make Younger speak. Younger will never speak for the bombs and it makes him get much more violence. Then it opens the other police eyes that it is not suitable with the human right. Agent Brody at first has seen it and asks Harold to interrogate Younger by decent way.

**Problem Statements** of this research are: how the major character keeps on his principle? And how the violation happens to the major character? **Limitation of the Study** is analyzing the system of police’ interrogation in Gregor Jordan’s *Unthinkable* movie (2010) to the suspect in a view of Abraham Maslow’s humanistic theory.

**Objective of the Studies** are to describe the reasons why the major character keeps on his principle and to describe how the police’ behavior in violating the major character, and also why it is not suitable with the human being.

**Literature Review**, writer found the same research or movie review from Scott Brooks and RyMickey (taken from movie review). The researcher finds that there is no literature review and no other researcher who has analyzed this movie at least in Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta.

2. **Research Method**

The type of this study is descriptive qualitative. Descriptive qualitative is a type of study which employs the method of collecting, describing, classifying, and analyzing the data and then drawing conclusion. This research uses humanistic approach. The steps to conduct this research are (1) determining the type of study, (2) determining the object of the study, (3) determining the data and data source, (4) determining technique of data
collection, and (5) determining technique of data analysis. The object of this study is *Unthinkable* movie which is directed by Gregor Jordan. It is analyzed by using a humanistic approach.

The primary data are the movie and manuscript of *Unthinkable* movie by Gregor Jordan. The secondary data sources are from books, internet and other resources which related to the study.

The technique of data collection is that the writer watches the primary data first. Next, writer reads some related books as secondary sources to find out the theory, data and information required and taking notes of important parts in both primary data. Then, classifying data into categories and drawing conclusion in getting last result. The method employed in analyzing the data is descriptive analysis, in which data are collected, described and then analyzed. It concerns with the structural elements of the movie, the writer uses humanistic theory and draws conclusion.

3. Humanistic Theory
   a. Notion of Humanistic

   Humanistic theory is just one of many theory of personality. The word “personality” comes from Latin *persona*. It refers to theatrical mask worn by Roman actors in Greek drama (Feist and Feist, 2009: 3). Then it comes to course social description of individual in a group of social. This individual expected to have behavior appropriated to view of social. Feist and Feist (2009: 3) state that personality theorists have not agreed on a single definition of personality. Naturally, humanity is unique. It also, every person has their own view in viewing humanity. Feist and Feist (2009: 4) say “personality is a pattern of relatively permanent traits and unique characteristic that give both consistency and individuality to a person’s behavior”. We can see that each human has their own characteristic in life.

   Abraham Harold Abe Maslow was born in Brooklyn, New York, on April 1st, 1908. Maslow was grown up in Russian Jewish. He grew as unhappiness child. He spent his time in library reading books, studied in Wisconsin University, Columbia University, and Brooklyn College. In there
he met his mentors; they are Professor Harry Harlow, Alfred Adler, Ruth Benedict, and Max Wertheimer. His famous concept is hierarchy of needs. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs concept assumes that lower level needs must be satisfied or at least relatively satisfied before higher level needs become motivators (Feist and Feist: 2009: 280). Hierarchy of needs involve physiological needs, safety needs, love and belongingness needs, esteem needs, and self-actualization needs.

b. Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs

1) Physiological Needs

This is called biologic needs, because any person needs this basically. The most basic needs of any person are physiological needs, including food, water, oxygen, maintenance of body temperature, and so on (Feist and Feist: 2009: 281). Human needs them to complete his basic needs. They are the basic of life, how human be able to stay alive. They are not only for human, but also for all creatures in nature. If human feel hungry, he will find a way to get some food. His instinct will bring him to get solution of his basic needs.

2) Safety Needs

Feist and Feist (2009; 281) state that when people have partially satisfied their physiological needs, they become motivated by safety needs. This need will be tried to be satisfied if the basic need have been satisfied. People need to get safe feel in their life. They need to be protected from anything which will annoy their life. “Safety needs including physical security, stability, dependency, protection, and freedom from threatening forces such as war, terrorism, illness, fear, anxiety, danger, chaos, and natural disaster” (Feist and Feist, 2009: 281). Because of this reason people make rules, banks, insurances, systems, and others.

3) Love and Belongingness Needs

Feist and Feist (2009: 281) state that after people partially satisfy their physiological and safety needs, they become motivated by love and
belongingness needs. These needs are the next level of safety needs. In their life, people know with somebody and make social relationship. According to Feist and Feist (2009: 281) love and belongingness includes the desire for friendship, the wish for a mate and children, the need to belong to a family, a club, a neighborhood, or a nation.

4) Esteem Needs

Then, if the third level has been satisfied become by esteem needs. “To the extent that people satisfy their love and belongingness needs, they are free to pursue esteem needs.” (Feist and Feist, 2009: 283). It includes self respect, confidence, competence, and the knowledge that others hold them in high esteem (Feist and Feist, 2009: 283). There are two levels of esteem needs; reputation and self esteem.

5) Self-Actualization Needs

This is the highest level of need which is satisfied if the lower needs have been satisfied. Maslow (1950) in Feist and Feist (2009: 283) assumed that self actualization needs become potent whenever esteem needs have been met. Self actualization needs include self fulfillment, the realization of all one’s potential, and a desire to become creative in the full sense of the word (Maslow, in Feist and Feist, 2009: 283-284). Every human has their potencies. They have to realize it to be came true. This desire makes humans creative to show their potencies.

4. Theory of Interrogation System

Interrogation involves interrogator and suspect. It happens when interrogator try to find facts or information of a case. Zulawski and Wicklander (2002: 4) state “interrogation is a conversation between the interrogator and suspect. During which the suspect is accused of involvement in a particular incident”. It means interrogation is actually needed as a part to solve problem by finding the facts. There is no interrogation when no problems exist.

System is a unity of procedure or component which relates each other. The word “system” has relative meaning, it depends on the aspect
and person who says it. People have assumption of word “system” based on their knowledge. Carston in Turner (1999: 101) states “human cognitive system is oriented towards the maximization of relevance”. The relevance is the main point of system. The interrogation system means anything that relate to interrogation. It shows the parts of interrogation.

a. **Preparation and profiling**

Interrogation needs preparation to get the best result. Here, interrogator fulfills the requirements of interrogation. The most important point is how the interrogator establishes the goal. Zulawski and Wicklander (2002: 18) state that the interrogator should understand the strengths and weaknesses of the inquiry and begin to consider whether direct evidence should be used early or late in the confrontation. Both strength and weakness guide interrogator to decide thing whether is needed or not.

b. **Reducing resistance**

The main point of interrogation is interrogator has several clear goal, “establish rapport with the suspect, convince him his guilt is known, allow him to save face, and avoid forcing him into a position where he has to deny” Zulawski and Wicklander (2002: 20). The credibility of investigation has to be developed. The interrogator conveys the purpose and the topic which are asked to the suspect. It is purposed in order to make suspect keep on the topic.

c. **Obtaining the admission**

Admission is needed in order to make suspect give true information of a case. Interrogator can begin ask the suspect by assumptive question in order to make suspect be comfort with the condition. “Assumptive question is generally an extension of the rationalization the interrogator was offering to the suspect” Zulawski and Wicklander (2002: 22). In that condition, the suspect will give the true of the information without any pressure.
d. Development of the admission

The admission takes interrogator to the any case which interrogator may not even be aware. This condition can be used by interrogator to expand the area of the case. Zulawski and Wicklander (2002: 23) state “the development of the admission and the expansion of the individual’s involvement can have a number of obvious benefits to the investigation or the organization”. Interrogator has to exploit this benefit by develop the admission. Suspect may give more information if he has been brought to the more specific area.

e. Professional close

This is the final phase of interrogation. The interrogator gets the information which is needed to expand the case. The interrogator has to preserve the statement of the suspect. Interrogator may have his own way to do it, but the main point is the information can be understood. “The final statement contains the subject’s admission and covers the elements of the crime or policy violation to which the suspect has admitted” Zulawski and Wicklander (2002: 23). The interrogator has to convey the last statement using clear language. The statement of the suspect can be documented in video or written text.

5. Research Finding

a. Humanistic Analysis

1) Physiological Needs

In interrogating their suspects, the police do everything to get information from Younger. Unfortunately, Younger keeps on his belief; not to talk to police about bombs locations. It makes H, the interrogator tortures him. He does wrong way in getting it. He covers Younger’s head with plastics and makes him be not able to take a breath. Everybody knew that all creatures in this world need to breathe in defending their life.

BRODY
How could you do this? How could you?

YOUNGER
You wanted proof, I needed a break. I can hold out now.

BRODY
It was a shopping mall! Fifty-three people are dead!

**YOUNGER**
That was your fault. God loves them, they're martyrs, all martyrs.

*Unthinkable, 2010, 01:07:05-01:07:20*

Younger feels so painful in his body, but he says he can handle it. Although so, Younger also asks Brody to stop and his assistances to stop torturing him. He feels cold, poignant, pain in his neck, and others. Younger is just a human, he also can feel what others feel.

2) **Safety Needs**

Younger is also a human, so he needs safety too. The interrogation system makes him get no safety from the police, but it does not mean that Younger has no protector. Brody protects him from violence, she uses his capability to do it. Not only because Younger is a human, but also is because Younger is an American citizen. American police have to protect the American citizen, she knows it and reminds it to others. She says the interrogation is illegal.

**BRODY**
Colonel, the Geneva Convention states that...

**CHARLIE**
The Military Commissions Act, no unlawful enemy combatants may invoke the Geneva Convention.

**BRODY**
That act declares torture illegal.

**CHARLIE**
Unlawful combatants have no right to habeas corpus. They can't bring any claims to court, so how do they prove it?

**BRODY**
That's alien unlawful enemy combatants. This man is an American citizen.

**CHARLIE**
That was revoked yesterday. He's now stateless.

**BRODY**
This is illegal. I will not allow this to happen!

*Unthinkable, 2010, 00:33:25-00:33:53*

3) **Love and Belongingness Needs**

Younger has lovely family, religion, and country. He does his actions to show that he loves them so much to all American citizens, although people think that Younger is crazy. He shows his love to his religion and his country using his way. He cannot see his wife and his kids hurt by police. Brody knows it and asks Younger to say the bombs locations in order to save his family.
BRODY
You talk to me, and maybe we can make it easy. Otherwise that bastard is gonna keep at you.

YOUNGER
It's okay. I'm all prepared.

BRODY
Your friends at the mosque. Your family. Did you want to impress them with this? Your wife? Your kids? Oh, my God. Your kids. Nobody told you, did they? Your wife tried to leave the country, go to Saudi Arabia, but she was denied a visa. They could be hiding anywhere. You don't want them blown to pieces. Yusuf. Yusuf, you love them. You must love them so much.

(Unthinkable, 2010, 00:38:27-00:39:25)

4) Esteem Needs
Younger has capabilities to do his desires. He planned his actions at the beginning; it means he has intelligence than common people. He can trap American police to follow his game. The word “Unthinkable”, the title of this movie is taken from H’s dialogue when he is getting frustration because of Younger’s action. H thinks that Younger is really unpredictable, and H does not want to be trapped anymore.

Confidence is inside Younger’s personality. He has it. He believes that police cannot find the bombs and believes that he can hold everything, so he lets himself caught by police.

BRODY
You talk to me, and maybe we can make it easy. Otherwise that bastard is gonna keep at you.

YOUNGER
It's okay. I'm all prepared.

BRODY
Your friends at the mosque. Your family. Did you want to impress them with this? Your wife? Your kids? Oh, my God. Your kids. Nobody told you, did they? Your wife tried to leave the country, go to Saudi Arabia, but she was denied a visa. They could be hiding anywhere. You don't want them blown to pieces. Yusuf. Yusuf, you love them. You must love them so much.

(Unthinkable, 2010, 00:38:27-00:39:25)

When he say “I am all prepared” means he believes he can finish his action and police cannot stop him. He thinks that it is a holy war, so he chooses to let himself caught by police. His confidence really helps him to do his actions. He believes Allah will help him, and then he believes he can win this war.
5) **Self-Actualization Needs**

Younger believes that he is told by Allah to do the war. He thinks that he was born to do that. He realizes it, although Brody and other police do not believe it. It can be understood when he say "I am all prepared". He prepares himself to face his death in the name of his religion.

Younger also says that he needs no help, and says that he accepts the violence also never give up. It is the reason why he can hold the violence on his body. No common people can do what Younger do.

**BRODY**

Help me to help you, okay?

**YOUNGER**

I don't need your help. I can take it. I deserve it.

*Unthinkable, 2010, 00:40:01-00:40:09*

b. **Interrogation System**

1) **Preparation and profiling**

Police prepare the interrogation by collecting data of Younger. With the data, they know who Younger is. In collecting the data, police are helped by military. Police study case of Younger and the background of Younger. From the background, police decide to use a military person, because Younger also has military background.

The interrogator discusses the Younger case with military and police. They discuss about background of Younger and possibility of bombs effect.

**BRODY**

How could individual manufacture nuclear weapons?

**PAULSON**


He knows what he's doing. He's 100% American. When he was a teenager, his father moved the family to Islamabad to work at the embassy there. He's fluent in Farsi and Arabic.

*Unthinkable, 2010, 00:17:44-00:18:10*

He prepares many tools to interrogate Younger. He has many sharp things. He thinks that his tools will work effectively.

2) **Reducing resistance**

The interrogator before has no result of information. He replaces him, because he is the expert of interrogation. At the first time he meet
Younger, he just say “hello”. Brody also an expert interrogator, but she has no background of military. She uses soft approach to make Younger want to speak. She introduces her name ant the purpose of the interrogation.

**BRODY**

Mr. Younger, I'm Special Agent Brody, FBI. Your situation here is illegal. And I'm going to get you out of here, so you and I can sit down and talk.

(Unthinkable, 2010, 00:22:08-00:22:17)

The brief introduction of Brody can make Younger to respect her as a cop. It helps her in getting Younger’s trust. Younger just wants to talk with Brody, because Brody always use soft approach.

**BRODY**

You talk to me, and maybe we can make it easy. Otherwise that bastard is gonna keep at you.

**YOUNGER**

It's okay. I'm all prepared.

**BRODY**

Your friends at the mosque. Your family. Did you want to impress them with this? Your wife? Your kids? Oh, my God. Your kids. Nobody told you, did they? Your wife tried to leave the country, go to Saudi Arabia, but she was denied a visa. They could be hiding anywhere. You don't want them blown to pieces. Yusuf. Yusuf, you love them. You must love them so much.

(Unthinkable, 2010, 00:38:27-00:39:25)

3) **Obtaining the admission**

H always treats threatens Younger. It makes Younger always feel in challenge.

**H**

Would you like me to kill you now?

**YOUNGER**

Do what you have to. I can’t lose.

**H**

You're practical. You're a relativist, a consequentialist. You know what I mean? Nah, of course you don't. You only read religious books. What I'm doing here is good for my people if I get results, if I save them. You see, there is no H and Younger. There's only victory and defeat. The winner gets to take the moral high ground because they get to write the history books. The loser just loses.

(Unthinkable, 2010, 00:40:48-00:41:47)

It results nothing for the interrogation progress. It just makes the interrogation useless. It contrasts with the way of Brody in interrogating the suspect. She can speak softly and open Younger’s mind.

**BRODY**

Help me to help you, okay?

**YOUNGER**

I don't need your help. I can take it. I deserve it.

(Unthinkable, 2010, 00:40:01-00:40:09)
She offers to help Younger and his family if he wants to be cooperating with police.

4) Development of the admission

Younger just wants to talk with Brody. He can say anything with Brody, but it is not all of the information. Brody should be more creative in asking Younger. She also has no authority to interrogate. Her work is helping H.

BRODY
Nobody told you, did they? Your wife tried to leave the country, go to Saudi Arabia, but she was denied a visa. They could be hiding anywhere. You don't want them blown to pieces. Yusuf. Yusuf, you love them. You must love them so much.

YOUNGER
You have two days to agree to my demands.

BRODY
God damn it, you haven't made any demands.

YOUNGER
Don't swear. God hears you. He sees everything.

BRODY
He sees you. Allah loves those that do good, not evil. I read the Koran. I admire it.

YOUNGER
Allah blesses a just war

(UNTHINKABLE, 2010, 00:39:03-00:39:47)

Brody always says the truth to Younger. It makes Younger can rely on her. She says it to Younger, because she thinks that the truth should be told in order to make Younger be cooperating with police.

5) Professional close

In this movie, there is no closing of interrogation by H or Brody. There is no chance to say the closing statement because Younger kills himself by shooting his mouth.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, the writer attempts to draw conclusion and answer the problem statement of the study.

First, Steven Arthur Younger or Yusuf Atta Mohammed is the major character of this movie. He is a Moslem American citizen who threatens America by laying bombs in three cities in America. He loves his family and his friends, and he thinks that he is doing a holy war in order to stop
suppression of America in Middle-East. He deliberates himself to be caught by police and chooses to face them directly because he says that he is not a coward. It makes him get violence from H and his assistances.

Younger is just only human that has some needs too like others. He fulfills his physiological needs by deceiving police about the bombs in order to take a rest and recover his body. He fulfills second needs when he asks Brody to stop the violence which is done by H. He also asks police to stay away from his wife and kids in order to safe them. Younger also needs love and belongingness for his wife and kids. He loves them so much and do not want to see H hurt them. Younger fulfills his esteem needs and self-actualization needs by facing police with confidence and he develops his intelligence in making bombs and tricks to do his desires.

Second, there is a motivation which makes Younger dare to do controversial and dangerous action. He wants to see peace in Middle-East. He is a Moslem and he knows how Moslems do their life. As a devoted Moslem, he has to safe other Moslem brothers in the world especially in Middle-East. America, his beloved country is a super power country that do invasion in countries of Middle-East. He tries to stop the invasion by spraying terror to American citizens.

Terrorism is a way that can realize his desire. It makes him to be tortured by police in order to get information from him. In an interrogation room he gets tortures by H. H is a cruel man who does everything in order to get his wants. H calls the violence of Younger is a technique of interrogation. He cuts Younger’s finger, slices Younger body, uses electric current, and many more. The violence which is called technique by H is inhuman. Every human has right to get better life. Even a terrorist also has some needs like others. By torturing Younger, it means that H breaks the human right. Actually, Brody and some police disagree with H’s techniques, but the chiefs of police think that there is no other way in making Younger speak about the bombs locations. It makes H to continue the brutal interrogation to Younger.
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